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About This Content

"Treasures and Tunnels," Delve Deeper's first DLC expansion, brings you 50% more Delve Deeper maps and 25% more
treasure. For those counting, that's 10 new levels and 25 brand new relics. Each level is custom-tailored to be tackled by

different team combinations, and each relic custom-designed to add new excitement to every map!

Key features:

10 new maps, including “Big Orc Candy Mountains,” “Duke Dreadaxe's Dungeon O'Doom,” and “Crazy Edvard's
Chasm.”
25 dynamic, exciting new relics
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Just spectacular. The game I use to argue that video games really are art.. Great puzzle platformer with mostly light puzzles, with
some medium to hard puzzles at the end. Play time for me was 4 hours, and that included getting stuck on a few levels by
overthinking the solution. The puzzle aspect is figuring out how to connect the givers and receivers and how to reach the exit.
Most of the time, you can figure it out relatively quickly, but some levels definitely make you think about it, especially when
you reach the gravity resetter pads. The last level was particularly sneaky.

I don't know why some people compare this to Portal or say it tries to copy Portal. Other than both games being first-person
puzzle-platformers which contain cubes, I see no similarities (other than both games being great fun).

The only change I would like to see is the ability to run. Some levels (especially the last level) can include a lot of walking,
especially if you're unsure of the solution, and that can be frustrating.

All-in-all, I definitely recommend this to anyone who enjoys puzzle-platformers. At 3-4 hours play time, I think it's worth it,
even at full price.. Got the game for multiplayer

Multiplayer currently, is VERY broken.

You will desync with other players pretty much non-stop. Whats this mean? Simple. You wont be on your screen, where you are
on the hosts screen. Enemies on your screen, wont actually be there either. In fact, if you arent the host, most of the time
enemies are completely invisible.

Game is unplayable multiplayer right now. Shouldnt have been released in this state.

Also

NO vidieo options other than resolution. This isnt 1989 devs.
NO options for multiplayer games like making your game private.

NOT recommended - will revisit this decision if they can fix this.. I really enjoyed the story of Eventide, everything linked in
and made complete sense by the end so I can really recommend you hold out until that final scene because it clears up a lot!
Loved the voice acting, and even though the facial animations could have done with some work I can't wait to play the second
game! 8/10. Over 6 months since people on the forums mentioned that there is no way to continue. This game is a lot of text
about pre-WW1 Serbia and a single fight with a wolf. Also Vuk's daughter looks like she is 21 and not a kid.. Combination of
puzles and hack-and-slash seemed very apealing, but boring combat and stupid one-liners didn't let me past 20 minutes in this
game.. Will take along time to be even close to Alpha, Horrible.
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Best game 10/10. I didn't sleep an entire night because of this game.
My inner pornstar is screaming
5\/7, quality gameplay. Worth buying when it's on sale. This game is a ton of fun! It can be challenging, but the adorable pixel
art and delightful puns keep you motivated to hone your skills and get better. The best part is that it's based on a true story! How
many games can say that?. Its not amazing, the AI isnt good, but it works. Purchased the game on release day having read no
reviews, and it works, it didnt crash, nothing game breaking appeared.

Having purchased too many "early access" or beta releases of games that never get "finished" and in reality were just s..t its nice
to buy a game and it appear to have been bug tested to some extent. Dont buy this game thinking your getting a time sink
because youll get bored at some point by its simplicity and ease to win, But for around a tenner its not hard to get 10-20 hours of
play out of and enjoy,. must be fast hand!. It was a very nice game, with a good storyline.
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